
Wednesday 10th June 2020
Please refer to Monday’s power 

point for the ‘everyday’ activities.
Remember that we are not using White Rose videos 
at the moment as we have completed the fractions 

lessons.

I know that it is hard thinking about new stuff to do to fill 
the time so I’ve found a website that is full of free craft, 
puzzle and projects to download. Grown ups – you will have 
to provide an email address to sign up but there are lots of 

things to do, especially now the weather has turned. 

https://foxchapelpublishing.com/news/kids-
resource/?redirect_mongo_id=5e73cd116940a900980d848c&utm_sou
rce=Springbot&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=5e73cd116940a900
980d848b

https://foxchapelpublishing.com/news/kids-resource/?redirect_mongo_id=5e73cd116940a900980d848c&utm_source=Springbot&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=5e73cd116940a900980d848b#downloads
https://foxchapelpublishing.com/news/kids-resource/?redirect_mongo_id=5e73cd116940a900980d848c&utm_source=Springbot&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=5e73cd116940a900980d848b#downloads
https://foxchapelpublishing.com/news/kids-resource/?redirect_mongo_id=5e73cd116940a900980d848c&utm_source=Springbot&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=5e73cd116940a900980d848b


Maths !

• First complete the ten in ten arithmetic questions, I 
know that a lot of the time I put more questions on!

• Grown ups – as explained we are out of videos so we 
are using a combination of Classroom secrets and 
White Rose resources. 

• Children – as we have run out of videos we are going to 
use some of the classroom secrets power points as 
your introduction to lessons. 

• This week and next week is all about TIME! Some 
children will find this concept quite tricky, others who 
sometimes find Maths really tricky may find it quite 
easy – it sometimes happens with the Maths topics.

• If you have a watch it would be a good idea to wear it 
each day, having a watch on makes it so much easier to 
practice telling the time. There was a clock to make on 
Monday if you want to practice. 

• Finally check your answers and correct any mistakes, 
just like we do in class. You can even use a pink and 
green pen if you want to. (Bonus points if you find a 
mistake!)

• Maths this week 

• Monday – months and years

• Tuesday – months and years problem solving

• Wednesday – hours in a day

• Thursday – hours in a day problem solving

• Friday – challenge day!



Time facts to remember – you 
need to know these off by heart.

• 1 minute = 60 seconds
• 60 minutes = 1 hour

• 24 hours = 1 day   48 hours = 2 days
• 7 days = 1 week    14 days = a fortnight

• 4 weeks = 1 month
• 12 months = 1 year
• 10 years = 1 decade

Optional activity – can you recreate your own 
version of this knowledge organiser? You 

could use lots of colours and could ask your 
grown ups if you could put it on the wall.



15 in 15. I’m trying to find different mental maths formats so 
you don’t get bored of the same thing everyday.

Grown ups --- you will need to read the questions to your child 
– they are on the following slide with the answers. There are a 

couple of topics that we haven’t yet covered. Don’t worry if 
you can’t do them all. 



15 in 15 answers



Warm up

Bonus activity –
could you create 
your own home 

school schedule? (In 
the Faber household 
we are definitely not 
early birds so we do 
‘school’ from 10 till 

4:30)



Warm up 
answers

On the next three slides are three different levels of work. 
Children – pick the level that you normally do at school when 
we do these. Parents – children would have the freedom to 
choose their level and step back and forwards if they need 
to. I will add a challenge too, NO CHILD IS EXPECTED TO 

DO ALL OF THE SHEETS. Thanks  



For everyone 



Developing level (easier)



Expected – year 3 level



Greater depth – trickier 



Answers



Challenge! - optional



Challenge answers



English

Today we are going to use all the information we have 
collected to create our own ‘Journey of Chocolate’ 
presentation. The idea is to show the journey of chocolate 
from bean to bar. 

There are several ways you can present your information.

• A PowerPoint slide show on the computer

• A poster either A4 or bigger if you tape several A4 pieces 
together. 

You must:

• Use subheadings

• Order the journey of                                         chocolate in 
the correct                                          order

• Write in complete sentences

• Use some of these key word

You could:

• Use pictures or drawings to go with your information

• Use did you know facts

• Cut and stick pieces of information

• Use bright colours to make it stand out



It’s Well being Wednesday!
Today we are thinking about how we feel, you can print the 
sheet or create one of your own. 

Your siblings can do this too, or even an adult that you live 
with. 




